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from 
standing 
position 
step left 
foot back

Triangle Hip Matrix

exhale: spring or jump 
to caturanga, then up/
down dog

inhale: R foot lifts to 
3-legged down dog
exhale: step the R 
foot forward > inhale: 
Warrior 1 (don’t hold) > 
exhale: Warrior 2 (adjust 
the feet if necessary) 
don 

turn the pelvis the 
front then inhale: 
press forward from 
back foot, lift up, 
arch back as you 
drop the back knee 
stay 5 breaths, 
then inhale to 
revolved prayer 
prep

step back, 3 pushups, then to 
up/downdog.

REPEAT on the next side: 
inhale left leg up > exhale       
              step left foot  
                   (repeat all                        
                  3 poses with left 
foot forward) 
and end vinyasa in downward 
dog

Side Angle Hip Matrix

Yoga Honey Series 1: back body stretches first  

Start with 5-8 mins of Embodiment, 2 Sun Salutations A, 2 Sun Salutation Seas then Standing 
Forward fold before this routine

stay 5 breaths stay 5 breaths stay 5 breaths

inhale: come up
exhale: turn to front, 
L foot steps to L (5 
inches)
inhale: reach arms up
exhale: bring arms 
behind to prayer

inhale: torso parallel 
to the floor, arms 
come out wide, find 
central axis
exhale: left hand 
comes to the 
   outside of left shin

inhale: come to 
Triangle preparation, 
open arms wide
exhale: back to 
Tadasana

repeat sequence on 
the other side, come 
back to standing

bend knees to 
chair, hands to 
floor, knees in 
armpits

stay 1 or 2 breaths only

stay 5 breaths 
then inhale to warrior 2 
and exhale to anjaney prep  

stay 5 breaths stay 5 breaths

exhale: bring the 
right hand to 
right inner leg, 
 side tilt the 
       pelvis

R hand comes forward, find 
cetral axis, 
inhale, exhale: bring the R 
elbow around the L thigh, 
press elbow into the knee + 
L knee into the elbow, bring 
hands to prayer

Warrior 3 Sequence

inhale lift right leg up > exhale step 
right foot forward 

> inhale: Warrior 1 (don’t hold) 
forward)  

> exhale warrior three, inhale start 
with knees bent then exhaling to 
straighten, press through endponts 
(DUO lines) - hold 3 breaths
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Back Body Opening Cycle

come to seated, 
start with hands 
on floor, shins 
or feet, get tall 
and find edge. 
start with knees 
bent, encourage 
movemnt of pelvis   
1 min

hold at least one 
minute,
then bend right 
leg, take right 
hand to outer 
left shin or foot. 
inhale length, 
exhale fold 30 
sec

Pigeon Pose 

Boat Pose Cycle

from down dog step R foot fwd (even though L is shown 
here), slowly walk the R foot to the L and adjust the 
front shin according to the level of intensity that you 
desire 
press the hips backwards through the fingertips

from downdog, 
walk or jump 
through to 
seated
start with knees 
bent

try lifting hips between 
sets

then come on to right 
hip 3 x heels in/out, then 
left

repeat left leg/hip

stay 1.5 minute cueing the breath

> inhale, bring the hug the 
left knee in the chest in 
standing or hold big toe
> exhale standing big toe

> exhale,  to dancer’s prep, holding 
left shin bone, thumb up > 
inhale bend the knees and exhale 
to dancers straighten legs and 
pressing chest away from kicking 
back foot -  hold 3 breahts 

to release > exhale, release 
the foor, and bend the knees 
thn > inhale, find warrior 
three for one breath

exhale, to a high lunge for 3 
breaths (right foot forward)

transition by cueing inhale, > then 
exhale, fold forward slowly into 
pyramid pose. Hold 3 breaths 

Inhale, right leg up on one leg dog 
and  exhale, to downdog, hold two 
breaths then repeat next side  
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from downward dog, 
bring knees to the floor 
for camel.
shift pelvis forward, lift 
pubic bone, monitor 
compression in the back. 
Hands remain on hips 
or hold heels if body is 
ready and breath is slow, 
calm and deep

after 35 secs, rest in 
child’s pose
bring attention back 
to breath.
remind students the 
end of practice is 
near

come back to 
downward dog, then 
spring through into 
seated, then lie down 
for wheel pose prep 
(setu bhandasana)
start everyone there and 
if it feels comfortable, 
try full wheeel for 30 
secs

inhale come up, and spring back to downward dog. 
step right foot forward into a lunge, slowly make 
the way into half or full splits. 1 min each leg. give 
options for hamstring injuries

Front Body Openers

hold downward dog.  a few breaths and explain  
concisely to not hurt the back (in 15 secs only), then 
come onto belly for bow pose
hold shins at nnkle joints - inhale get long, exhale 
come up. 3 x like that, then hold the pose 25 secs

inhale to come up, 
exhale turn belly 
right, inhale length, 
exhale side tilt.

hand stays in air or 
holds foot - 30-40 
secs

switch legs,
repeat all poses with left 
leg bent

after this full cycle, join 
both feet together for 
butterfly

hands on the floor 
behind to help tip 
pelvis or more open 
people hold feet. 
inhale length, exhale 
fold
hold 30-40 secs

inhale come 
up, exhale open 
legs for wide leg 
forward fold, 
cue mindful 
breathing and 
tilt of pelvis 
then 
hold 45 sec

inhale come up, exhale 
bring left elbow to inner 
left knee.
keep right arm reaching 
or looser people hold 
foot.  hold 40 secs then 
repeat on opposite leg

Repeat upavistha for 40 more 
seconds then return to downdog
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then come back to seated for ardha 
matsyendrasana  

hand on the knee or elbow on knee or 
bind. make sure weight stays on right 
hip.

stright bottom leg if tighter 

hold 1 min

come out and prepare for 
gomukhasana. stack both 
knees, activate feet and press 
top rright knee left. 
straight bottom left leg if 
tighter 
hold 1 min.
cue breathing

repeat both poses on opposite 
side.

keeo timing of eachleg hold the 
same. 

cross legs and do 3 
level breath then seated 
meditation for 1-2 mins

...SATTVA

Rest in Savasana 8-10 mins
Finish with closing Inspiration. 
A Circle of Light 4-5 mins
Encourage that we treat our planet and our relationships the same way we just 
treated out bodies.  
SMILE!

Closing sequence 

 then rest in happy 
baby pose to 
neutralize the spine - 
amphasize crown to 
sit bone opposition 
and 3D breath to 
decompress the spine 
and relax NS

Give option for 
wheel and repeat 3 
times, with option 
to come out early if 
it hurts your back 
 Start everyone in setu 

bhandasana (bridge) 
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Yoga Honey Series 2: front body stretches first
GROUNDING, 2 SUN SAL A, 2 SUN SEA, STANDING FORWARD FOLD

from 
standing 
position 
step left 
foot back

Triangle Hip Matrix

exhale: spring or jump 
to caturanga, then up/
down dog

inhale: R foot lifts to 
3-legged down dog
exhale: step the R 
foot forward > inhale: 
Warrior 1 (don’t hold) > 
exhale: Warrior 2 (adjust 
the feet if necessary) 
 
 

turn the pelvis the 
front then inhale: 
press forward from 
back foot, lift up, 
arch back as you 
drop the back knee 
stay 5 breaths, 
then inhale to 
revolved prayer 
prep

step back, 3 pushups, then to 
up/downdog.

REPEAT on the next side: 
inhale left leg up > exhale       
              step left foot  
                   (repeat all                        
                  3 poses with left 
foot forward) 
and end vinyasa in downward 
dog

Side Angle Hip Matrix

stay 5 breaths stay 5 breaths stay 5 breaths

inhale: come up
exhale: turn to front, 
L foot steps to L (5 
inches)
inhale: reach arms up
exhale: bring arms 
behind to prayer

inhale: torso parallel 
to the floor, arms 
come out wide, find 
central axis
exhale: left hand 
comes to the 
   outside of left shin

inhale: come to 
Triangle preparation, 
open arms wide
exhale: back to 
Tadasana

repeat sequence on 
the other side, come 
back to standing

bend knees to 
chair, hands to 
floor, knees in 
armpits

stay 1 or 2 breaths only

stay 5 breaths 
then inhale to warrior 2 
and exhale to anjaney prep  

stay 5 breaths stay 5 breaths

exhale: bring the 
right hand to 
right inner leg, 
 side tilt the 
       pelvis

R hand comes forward, find 
cetral axis, 
inhale, exhale: bring the R 
elbow around the L thigh, 
press elbow into the knee + 
L knee into the elbow, bring 
hands to prayer

Front Body opening Matrix
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from down dog, prepare for   camel pose. 
exhale, shift the weight back and inhale, reach 
the arms up and the hips press forward and 
up. hand to hip joints or heels.  
Hold 5 breaths - and repeat then downdog

from downdog walk the feet forward 
to standing and prepare for dancer’s 
holding left shin bone, thumb up > 
inhale bend the knees and exhale to 
dancers straighten legs and pressing 
chest away from kicking back foot -  
hold 5-6 breahts 

return to dog.  step the right 
foot frowad for eka pada raja 
kapotsana.  
feet active, pelvis buoant, reach for 
back foot. use stap or haold foot 5 
breaths 
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inhale to come up, 
exhale turn belly 
right, inhale length, 
exhale side tilt.

hand stays in air or 
holds foot - 30-40 
secs

switch legs,
repeat all poses with left 
leg bent

after this full cycle, join 
both feet together for 
butterfly

hands on the floor 
behind to help tip 
pelvis or more open 
people hold feet. 
inhale length, exhale 
fold
hold 30-40 secs

inhale come 
up, exhale open 
legs for wide leg 
forward fold, 
cue mindful 
breathing and 
tilt of pelvis 
then 
hold 45 sec

inhale come up, exhale 
bring left elbow to inner 
left knee.
keep right arm reaching 
or looser people hold 
foot.  hold 40 secs then 
repeat on opposite leg

Repeat upavistha for 40 more 
seconds then return to downdog

Give option for 
wheel and repeat 3 
times, with option 
to come out early if 
it hurts your back 
 Start everyone in setu 

bhandasana (bridge) 

 then rest in happy 
baby pose to 
neutralize the spine - 
amphasize crown to 
sit bone opposition 
and 3D breath to 
decompress the spine 
and relax NS
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Pigeon Pose 

from downdog, step right foot for ward, take at least 30 
sec to set up and 1.5 min in the pose.
(remember options for sore knees)

repeat left leg/hip

inhale come up, and spring back to downward dog. 
step right foot forward into a lunge, slowly make 
the way into the splits. 1 min each leg. give options 
for hamstring injuries

Front Body Openers

hold downward dog.  a few breaths and explain  

come up. 3 x like that, then hold the pose 25 sec s

 

tighter

hand on the knee or 
elbow on knee or bind. 
make sure weight stays 
on right hip.

stright bottom leg if 
 

hold 1 min

Come out and prepare for
gomukhasana. stack both knees, 
activate feet and press top 
rright knee left. 
straight bottom left leg if  
tighter 
hold 1 min.
cue breathing

repeat both poses on opposite  
side.

keep timing of each leg so th e
hold is equal on both sides

cross legs and do 3 level breath
then seated meditation for 
1-2 minutes

....SATTVA 

-

Rest in Savasana 8-10 mins
Finish with closing Inspiration. 
I recommend a closing circle where people are clos e
Encourage that we treat our planet and our relationships the same way we just 
treated out bodies. SMILE!
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